We consider a d-dimensional stochastic lattice gas of interacting particles, diffusing under the influence of a short-ranged, attractive Ising Hamiltonian and a "hybrid" external field which is a superposition of a uniform and an annealed random drive, acting in orthogonal subspaces of dimensions one and m, respectively. Driven into a nonequilibrium steady state, the half-filled system phase segregates via a continuous transition at a field-dependent critical temperature. Using 
I. INTRODUCTION The study of simple model systems, driven into nonequilibrium steady states by external forces, has received rapidly growing atta.ation over the past decade [1 -3] . Characterized by a smail number of parameters, these systems allow us to explore their behavior in detail, through analytic and simulational techniques, and thus serve as important tools for deepening our understanding of generic phenomena far from thermal equilibrium. The "standard model" here is the uniformly driven lattice gas which consists of particles hopping to vacant nearest neighbor sites on a fully periodic, d-dimensional square lattice, subject to the usual Ising energetics and a uniform external driving field Ex, which biases the jurnp rates along a particular lattice axis x [1] . As in other driven systems, the steady state of the standard model cannot be characterized by a microscopic Hamiltonian unless the drive vanishes, in which case it reduces to the equilibrium Ising model [4] with conserved dynamics [5, 6] . Focusing on long-wavelength, long-time behavior, considerable progress has been made in understanding the effect of driving forces on correlation functions in the disordered phase [7] , interfacial behavior [8] , and universal critical properties [9, 10] . In particular, the pairing of global anisotropy with a conservation law for the order parameter has been recognized [11] [10, 12] . We will refer to these two models as the uniformly and randomly driven systems, UDS and RDS, respectively. In this paper, we focus on the critical behavior of an Ising lattice gas on a three-dimensional cubic lattice driven by an og axis un-iform field, E=E cos8x+E sin8y, which biases particle jumps along both the x and the y direction. As has previously been argued [12] ,such a drive induces a three-fold anisotropy; electively, particles are driven uniformly along the (cos8x+sin8y) direction, but randomly along the ( -sin8x+cos8y) [14, 15] . Given the similarity of the two theories, the treatment here closely follows that for the UDS [9] (2) so that all correlation and response functions of the system can be expressed as functional averages with weight exp( -J).
In addition to dimensional analysis, (2) is invariant under a second scale invariance, corresponding to (kE, k g, ki)~(kE «,k g /'p, k j ), p~(ap )'"p, $~(aP )'/ P, r~~a rE, r"~P~~, (3) 
The critical scaling behavior of our theory is controlled by the infrared stable solution of the fixed point equation P( u ) = 0, given by u ' =-'e+ 0(e ) to one-loop order in dimensions d &d, . We emphasize that the form of p(u), Eq. (7b), is completely determined by the symmetries of our model, without any explicit perturbative calculations; thus, it is exact to all orders in u, within perturbation theory. Consequently, we obtain ('=((u')= --', e exactly, at the infrared stable fixed point u*&0 (note that the Gaussian fixed point u'=0 is always infrared unstable), without having to compute u explicitly. Still, the one-loop calculation leading to Z, = 1 - (3/4e) [18] ,and is completely analogous to the uniformly driven case [9] . Since 
